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Introduction
Revitalization of Besesombau in Sekijang Village 
Background
√ Cultural and social condition day by day is farther and farther away from 

customary provisions.
√ The besesombau oral tradition is less and less practiced.
√ The revitalization is awareness of besesombau role as part of ways of life 

The objectives of this research are to analyse:
√ supporting factors and problem in the revitalization
√ the goals of the revitalization
√ people of Sekijang’s recent point of view on besesombau



Literature Review

Theories requires in this study are
√ Oral Literature (definitions, register, structure, function 

of texts, context, and co-texts)
√ Revitalization (definitions, types, steps, and its 

functions)
√ Mental attitude on besesombau (knowledge, 

awareness, and pride)



Method

√ This research uses a descriptive qualitative method.

√ Data collection: interview, observation, recording, 
and library research

√ Data analysis: sorting, classifying, categorizing, 
calculating, describing, interpreting, and 
concluding



Findings and Discussion*

1. Supporting Factors and Problems in the Revitalization
• Supporting Factors: high commitment of figures of

Sekijang and the people of Sekijang including the young
generation of 15-35 years of age, the availability of
venue, and financial support

• Problems: shortage of trainer of besesombau (only 2 
people available) and time constraint



Findings and Discussion*

2. The Revitalization Goals
- The revitalization has reached the development process

(preparation, implementation, and development)
- The participants have been able to practice besesombau.
- Empowerment through legal system such as regulation

issuance is not reached yet.
- An effort to make besesombau a local subject at schools

does not succeed yet.



Findings and Discussion*
3. People’s Point of view on besesombau nowadays
- Point of view changes (from negative to positive)
- Motivated to practice and function besesombau in

sociocultural events.
- Realizing the importance of traditional values and local

wisdom in besesombau.
- Realizing pieces of advice and the beauty of language

used in besesombau.



Conclusion
Revitalization of  besesombau in Sekijang village succeeds in 
encouraging people to practice the oral literature in sociocultural 
events such as wedding ceremony, welcoming, and so forth.

Mental attitude or point of view of the people on the oral literature 
changes from negative to positive. 

People realize the importance of besesombau in their life. 
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